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In the 1990s, Rich Mullins was a household name in the burgeoning
contemporary Christian music industry in America.2 He was known
especially for the praise song “Awesome God” that became a mainstay in
evangelical worship.3 At the height of his music success, Mullins moved
to the Navajo Reservation in New Mexico to teach music, not with
evangelism in mind as much as his own self-formation: “People talk about
me going out to the reservation to save the Navajos, but the opposite is
what is happening,” he said, “I’m the one being saved by coming here.”4

Mullins successfully advocated for Compassion International, an evangeli-
cal relief organization, to work on Native American reservations.5 With a
Quaker, Methodist, and Christian Church background, Mullins showed
genuine openness to Catholicism, even enrolling in catechism, though
ultimately choosing not to convert.6 His lyrics often emphasized the
humanity of Jesus and the beauty of nature.7 To some observers, Mullins
seemed something of an enigma, a humble and peculiar exception to the
increasingly entertainment-oriented direction of the Christian music
industry.8 His death in a traffic accident in 1997 led to an outpouring of
grief and praise for the musician from many fans.9 He was, according to
one commentator, “the most beloved troubadour in contemporary Christian
music and probably came as close as anyone else in the field to being
regarded as ‘a saint’.”10 
  Yet many of Mullins’ decisions were direct responses to the life of
Saint Francis of Assisi.11 Around the time of his high school graduation in
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1974, a young Mullins watched Brother Sun, Sister Moon, Franco
Zeffirelli’s film portraying a young, hippy-like Saint Francis of Assisi. The
movie made a deep impression on Mullins. “I started to wonder,” he
reflected, “if maybe Saint Francis had found a more authentic faith, though
he had found it so many years before.”12 Mullins later discussed following
the example of Saint Francis with a friend known only as “Beaker.” What
would it look like, they wondered, to adopt the Franciscan values of
simplicity, poverty and obedience while not being monks, let alone
Catholics?13 Their answer was to form “The Kid Brothers of Saint Frank,”
a Protestant monastic experiment. They modified traditional Franciscan
vows, interpreting chastity as selflessness and love of God, poverty as
simplicity and stewardship, and obedience as submission to their own
churches’ traditions.14 Mullins and Beaker recruited three twenty-
something students from Friends University to join the group. An
accountant managed Mullins’s music profits, and Mullins and the other
Kid Brothers lived on an allowance that was then equivalent to a modest
working wage.15 Mullins served as an overseer for the group, leading
devotional times and, on occasion, making them all watch his favourite
film, Brother Sun, Sister Moon.16 The group also wrote and recorded The
Canticle of the Plains, a musical based on the life of Saint Francis, or
“Frank,” in the Old West, performed as a play at the evangelical Wheaton
College.17 
 Mullins was not the first Christian musician to be attracted to
Franciscan monasticism. Jesus movement folk artist John Michael Talbot’s
admiration for Saint Francis, for example, had led him to convert to
Catholicism in the 1970s.18 But Mullins and his companions stayed within
the evangelical Protestant world. These evangelical Franciscans sought to
live a life of Christian discipleship by following in Francis’s footsteps. For
the Kid Brothers of Saint Frank, Saint Francis was not only seen as an
inspiring and authentic Christian, but also served as a model for evangeli-
cal monasticism. 
 The Kid Brothers of Saint Frank anticipated a wave of attempts by
other evangelicals to form neo-monastic communities inspired by the likes
of the Desert Fathers and Mothers, the Benedictines and Franciscans
alongside newer Catholic and evangelical movements. Many evangelicals
who formed new monastic communities in the 1990s and 2000s appealed
to Saint Francis as a quintessentially authentic Christian who provided
historical justification for their critical community responses to dominant
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evangelical church life and politics. These appropriations of Saint Francis
of Assisi reflect increasing evangelical openness to Catholic ideas and
figures, as well as changing conceptions among evangelicals of what
constitutes true Christianity.19 This study examines writings, musical
recordings, and video interviews of American, Canadian and British new
monastic leaders and their responses to Saint Francis of Assisi.

American New Monasticism

 On the cast of the Wheaton production of the “Canticle of the
Plains” was a young Shane Claiborne.20 In the mid-2000s, Claiborne
became the popular face of the new monastic movement of young
evangelicals forming communities in poor urban neighbourhoods.
Communities such as Rutba House in Durham, North Carolina, and the
Simple Way in Philadelphia served as models for a proliferation of similar
groups. 
 Beginning in the 1990s, many young, usually white, evangelicals
moved to form “intentional communities” among the urban poor.21 A 2004
conference of like-minded groups issued “12 Marks of A New Monasti-
cism” – a list including relocation, economic sharing, racial reconciliation,
peacemaking, environmental consciousness, and monastic-inspired
community rule.22 While some older Catholic and Anabaptist organizations
were part of the new monastic orbit, most were from an evangelical
background.23 These communities drew from a diverse number of modern
inspirations including Sojourners, Tony Campolo and the older progres-
sive evangelical movement, Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker, John
Perkins and the Christian Community Development Association, Mother
Theresa and the Sisters of Charity, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s illegal
seminary, among others.24 They also interacted with contemporary
evangelical movements such Renovaré, an organization promoting spiritual
renewal through traditional Christian disciplines, and the then popular
Emergent Church network.25 
 Yet many of the most significant influences for these new monastics
were ancient monks.26 The editors of the “12 Marks” sought models for
“radical discipleship” in “the best in the church’s long tradition.”27 The
authors contended that, “the church’s response to compromise and crisis
has consistently been one of new monastic movements” – taken in a broad
sense to include the Desert Fathers and Mothers fleeing imperial Christian-
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ity, the early Anabaptists, underground slave churches in America, and, of
course, Saint Francis. “In the midst of the Crusades,” the authors stated,
“as religious violence raged, St. Francis rejected economic privilege and
started a new monastic movement.”28 New monasticism was an exercise
in tradition retrieval and emulation of a select group of Christian saints.29

“Could a new monasticism really be the hope of the Church in North
America?” asked Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove, a founder of Rutba House.
“Is the Spirit calling us, as he called St. Francis, to ‘rebuild my church
which is in ruins,’ by establishing outposts of God’s love in the abandoned
places of empire?”30

 In America, in particular, new monasticism was also a movement
built from opposition to war, nationalism, consumerism, and the powerful
American religious right of the second Bush presidency.31 Their embrace
of small, countercultural community was also directed against the
evangelical baby boomer megachurches that had adopted large-scale,
entertainment-driven church growth strategies.32 New monasticism was a
movement of protest. The movement was widely covered by media. While
its impact on young evangelicals was likely more in modest changes in
behavior than in the creation of intentional communities, such new
monastic communities continued emerged across the US, the UK, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, tripling between 2010 and 2015.33 

Saint Francis of Calcutta, Baghdad, and Wall Street 

 Dreadlocked and sporting baggy homemade clothes, Shane
Claiborne brought the message of radical discipleship, peaceable resis-
tance, relocation and community to evangelicals across America in the
mid-2000s. He penned a bestselling book, The Irresistible Revolution.
Claiborne made much of his former “Bible Belt” Tennessee evangelical-
ism, stating his rejection of the “Christian industrial complex ready to help
with Christian music, bumper stickers, T-shirts, books, and even candy.”34 
 Claiborne was a student at Eastern University in Philadelphia when
he and other students befriended and advocated for local homeless families
who were facing eviction in an abandoned Catholic church where they had
taken refuge.35 While they ultimately lost this fight, Claiborne likened their
struggle to Saint Francis and his first companions in their effort to rebuild
the church: “Now hundreds of years later, another bunch of young
dreamers was leaving the Christianity that smothered them, to find God in
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the abandoned places in the desert of the inner city.”36 These restless
young evangelicals moving to be with the poor were, for Claiborne, the
new Desert Fathers and Mothers, Benedictines, and Franciscans. 
 As Claiborne recounts his pursuit of “looking for a Christian” who
took discipleship seriously, in his words, “I kept coming across dead
people – the desert fathers and mothers of the fifth century, Francis and
Clare of Assisi, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther King, Jr., Oscar
Romero” and Dorothy Day.37 More contemporary inspirations, including
Mother Teresa and Rich Mullins, whom Claiborne knew, served as living
links to the faith of saints such as Francis, who embodied, for Claiborne,
a radical, true Christianity.38 
 Alongside Jonathan and Leah Wilson-Hartgrove, who went on to
found Rutba House, Claiborne joined a delegation from Christian
Peacemaker Teams to Iraq on the eve of the American invasion in 2003,
where they witnessed the first American bombing of a hospital in the city
of Rutba.39 Claiborne’s team included a Franciscan priest, and discussion
led naturally to Saint Francis:

We flashed back to another confusing time of conflict – 1219, during
the Fifth Crusade. Christians and Muslims were slaughtering one
another in the name of God. War had become a necessity and a habit.
Centuries of church history, in which followers of the Way [an early
term for Christianity] renounced their allegiance to the kingdom of the
world and its kings, had been perverted by the seduction of gaining
the whole world but losing our souls. And then Francis . . . had a
vision of loving our enemies.40 

In Claiborne’s telling, Saint Francis marks a reconnection with the
revolutionary and peaceable early church that had become compromised
and institutionalized over time.41 
 In a later article, Claiborne called his readers’ attention to Francis –
“one of the first critics of capitalism, one of the earliest Christian
environmentalists, a sassy reformer of the Church and one of the classic
conscientious objectors to war.”42 Claiborne highlights Francis’s connec-
tion of material possession with violence. “It does make you wonder if
he’d be on Wall Street protesting today,” Claiborne claims, hearkening to
the recent Occupy Wall Street protests.43 Claiborne recounts the story of
the visit to the Egyptian Sultan, placing it in the context of hate, war and
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religious extremism. “We’ve seen Christian extremists burn the Quran,”
Claiborne mourns, “blow up abortion clinics, bless bombs, baptize Wall
Street and hold signs that say ‘God hates [gays].’ But Francis invites us to
be extremists for grace, extremists for love.”44 Claiborne proposes some
responses to the life of Francis: 

Maybe we can get rid of some of our stuff or spend some time with a
homeless person. Maybe we can laugh at advertisements today that try
to convince us that happiness can be purchased. Maybe we can hang
out in the woods and spend some time with the lilies and the sparrows.
Maybe we can take an enemy out for dinner.45 

Saint Francis is Claiborne’s ideal model for resisting violence, consumer-
ism and economic injustice – a proto-activist of many causes, and a model
for the life of radical discipleship in community. 

The Bonhoefferian Francis

 As new monastic intentional communities spread and became
established in struggling neighbourhoods, some new monastics reflected
on the meaning and example of Saint Francis for community life. North of
the forty-ninth parallel, a Canadian Mennonite, Jamie Arpin-Ricci, leader
of the aptly named Little Flowers intentional community in Winnipeg,
published a book exploring the life of Saint Francis as a key to new
monastic community called The Cost of Community. Alternating reflec-
tions on the Sermon on the Mount with stories and teachings of Saint
Francis and the struggles of the Little Flowers community in Winnipeg,
Arpin-Ricci portrayed Saint Francis as the model of truly committed
Christian discipleship. “It was Francis’s commitment to live in solidarity
with the poor as an expression of his allegiance to Christ that first led me
to him,” Arpin-Ricci wrote, “And it was Francis’s radically embodied (if
sometimes extreme) commitment to live the words of Jesus in the Sermon
on the Mount that opened my eyes to the possibility of a way of life and
faith that we had never considered before, one that promised the richest
blessings but exacted the highest price.”46 Just as the title of the book
alludes to Bonhoeffer’s The Cost of Discipleship, it also resembles
Bonhoeffer’s Life Together. Arpin-Ricci’s Francis is an example of costly
discipleship and community. For Arpin-Ricci, as for Claiborne, Francis is
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not an “unreachable holy man,” but a model for following Jesus in the
contemporary world.47

 Francis was also something of a reformer. According to Arpin-Ricci,
the medieval Church was “corrupted by power-mongering, greed and
nepotism” and full of nominal Christians before Saint Francis and the early
Franciscans showed the better way.48 And for this Winnipeg intentional
community, Saint Francis still showed the way. Arpin-Ricci is inspired by
Francis’s simplicity as an alternative to greed;49 the saint’s combination of
gentleness, humility and love for the gospel in his visit to the Egyptian
Sultan;50 and Francis’s illumination of the path of asceticism without
denigrating the value of the body.51 For Arpin-Ricci, Saint Francis
illuminated the path of costly discipleship to Christ borne out in commu-
nity with the poor. 

New Friars

 Scott Bessenecker, an InterVarsity Christian Fellowship staffer from
Wisconsin, highlighted another side of the new monastic movement in his
book New Friars (2006). Bessenecker showcased a group of young
evangelicals who moved to urban slums around the world, taking vows of
poverty and service. He differentiated these new friars from old monks and
celibate ascetics with “unquestioned devotion to a hierarchical church
structure.”52 While disappointed by his own encounters with actual
Franciscan monks,53 Bessenecker presented Francis and Clare as inspira-
tions for service and love for the poor.54 Bessenecker highlighted Francis’s
emphasis on “the simple life of preaching and praying and caring for the
poor.”55 “Francis’s and Clare’s life,” he wrote, “[serves] as a picture of just
how attractive downward mobility can be to the middle class and rich . .
. They wanted to enflesh the gospel to those at the bottom of the rubbish
heap by stripping themselves of all worldly riches and seeking the
endowment of spiritual wealth in its place.”56 They were models for what
Bessenecker called “incarnational” ministry.57 He praised Francis’s and
Clare’s poverty, mission and downward mobility.58 For Bessenecker, they
were saints for young middle-class Christians who wanted to follow God
by serving the poor.59
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Abbots and Punks

 Paralleling North American forms of new monasticism, a related
movement began in 1999 in the UK that focused on communities of
continual prayer. The 24/7 prayer movement, referencing the practice of
community members praying in shifts over a twenty-four-hour period,
came to coalesce around the idea of “Boiler rooms” – gathering places for
prayer, community, and mission.60 Inspired by accounts of the early church
in Acts, Celtic monasticism, the Franciscans, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
leaders in the 24/7 prayer movement sought to emulate monastic
“alternative societies” of prayer in a “contemporary postmodern culture.”61

This more charismatic, evangelistic, and prayer-oriented wing of new
monasticism became a significant inspiration for new monastic communi-
ties around the world.62 
 Andy Freeman, so-called “Abbot” of the first Boiler Room in
Reading, England, saw monastic movements as revolutionary and
subversive in their original intent. In the aptly titled book Punk Monk, he
wrote, “Nearly every monastic movement began as a violent reaction to
compromised religion.”63 Among these reformers of stale Christianity was
Saint Francis, who “formed his Franciscan movement out of an increasing
frustration with organized religion.”64 Unlike Claiborne, however, Freeman
and co-leader and co-author Peter Grieg were light on their critique of
church and society, emphasizing instead the practice of communities of
prayer, creativity, justice and mission, with stories of inspiration and
miraculous events. Saint Francis and a cadre of ancient monastic groups
inspired their community-based centres of prayer as guides to what these
evangelicals saw as authentic Christian spirituality and mission. 

Conclusion

 For the Kid Brothers of Saint Frank and new monastic evangelicals,
their discontent with popular evangelical faith and politics led them to seek
“new” Christian heroes for faith in the contemporary world. Saint Francis
provided such an example for community and justice, offering the
possibility of connecting to what they perceived as true, authentic
Christianity, by emulating the life Francis lived. While painting different
pictures of the Saint’s life, new monastics saw Saint Francis as a guide to
Christian faith and community in the contemporary world.  
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 New monastic appropriations of Saint Francis reflect the declining
hold of evangelical Protestant traditions on some young, educated
evangelicals at the turn of the millennium, and even their rejection of many
evangelical values. New monastics present their versions of Saint Francis
in an increasingly fragmented evangelical world, invoking him to defend
their religious and political protest. Yet the new monastic fascination with
Saint Francis also reflected a larger change in what evangelicals more
broadly value as true Christian faith, a move toward authenticity and
holistic spirituality.65 These changes within evangelical Protestantism
coincided with changes in broader American culture. Sociologist Wade
Clark Roof notes the rising interest beginning among baby boomer
Americans in varieties of spiritual “holism” that embrace all of life rather
than compartmentalize it in dualisms, as well as growing emphases on
authentic personhood and language of experiential spirituality.66 For many
evangelicals in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, values of
authenticity, experiential spirituality and discipleship superseded (or
complemented) the centrality of older evangelical Protestant values of
evangelism, belief, and traditional Protestant interpretations of scripture.
These emerging evangelical values encouraged and informed the distinct
evangelical new monastic appropriations of Saint Francis of Assisi. 
 Scholars have made much of the primitivist impulse in American
religion, particularly among nineteenth-century groups such as the
Mormons and restorationist “Christians.”67 Timothy Weber extends the
primitivist label to the Evangelical Orthodox Church of the 1980s in their
attempt to connect with original New Testament Christianity.68 Likewise,
many new monastic evangelicals interested in Saint Francis linked his
apparently authentic Christianity to a rediscovery or renewal of a purer age
of Christian life undiluted by later corruption. Yet their primitivism was
not like that of earlier restorationists who neglected Christian history for
a direct application of the Bible; rather, these evangelicals saw themselves
in continuity with Christian traditions before them and sought to reconnect
with them. This traditionalist-primitivist tension among new monastics and
other evangelicals is like the primitivism identified by Joel Carpenter
among earlier twentieth-century fundamentalists: a qualified primitivism
that saw the Protestant Reformation tradition as the restoration of the true
church.69 But for new monastic evangelicals, Saint Francis seemed to be
elevated to a place above the Protestant reformers as truer to the spirit of
early, “pure” Christianity. 
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 This was a primitivism informed by a growing historicism and an
attraction to an eclectic array of spirituality from throughout Christian
history. Anything Christian was ripe for plunder including Roman Catholic
figures such as Saint Francis, Saint Teresa of Avila, Oscar Romero, and
Dorothy Day. These saints came alongside Protestant heroes such as
Dietrich Bonhoeffer in a diverse collection of representatives of “true”
Christianity.70 In this eclecticism, new monastics were following the path
opened by other evangelicals in the late twentieth century who selectively
appropriated Catholic traditions. As early as the 1970s, evangelical
proponents of classical Christian spirituality and tradition, such as Richard
Foster, offered their fellow evangelicals a new cadre of heroes in some
Catholic saints and mystics.71 By the early twenty-first century, this
phenomenon became ubiquitous; from evangelical new monasticism to
megachurch devotionals inspired by the rule of Saint Benedict, evangeli-
cals openly plundered Catholic spirituality for what they found useful, or
for what they thought might be lacking in their own evangelical
traditions.72

 Does the new monastic impulse for appropriating Catholic spiritual-
ity signal a renewed collective interest in tradition, or does it reveal a
selective cherry picking of Christianity’s greatest hits?73 To an extent both
are true. New monastics’ interpretation of Francis was individualist,
selective, and Protestant. While Rich Mullins acknowledged Francis’s
veneration of Mary and submission to church hierarchy, new monastic
leaders tended to pass these by without comment. In their search for
alternative models for Christianity, new monastic interpreters readily
paralleled Francis’s age with the world of the early twenty-first century.
Their appropriations served contemporary purposes, often at the expense
of historical awareness. 
 Nevertheless, new monasticism also marked an attempt to forge
community responses to perceived evangelical compromise.74 In doing so,
evangelical new monastics saw themselves in continuity with Christians
of the past. New monastic communities were as decisive in their renuncia-
tion of the world and attempt to follow Francis’s example as any Francis-
can third order. These evangelical Franciscans followed (their versions) of
Saint Francis to a dramatic degree. Are these the new Franciscans?
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